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Mega10".Yes, during the last two weeks and the next two weeks, it's "fan-retardant." retardation is
defined as the impairment of a function or set of functions, especially to slow down or stop its normal
development or growth. "Word is to ease up on the Justice Dept./DOJ, they've been a bit intense about

arresting government officials who might have tried to impede the investigation into Russian meddling in
the election," Trump told his followers on Twitter. "This was all a distraction, just like the Dems said. A
total distraction. They won't be able to 'find' anything about Russia after the election is held (I mean

other than will Democrats be able to look any hotter than they are now if they lose). Problem is, if I didn't
run & become President, they would have found nothing upon which to base charges. So, good job,

Obama!” retardation is defined as the impairment of a function or set of functions, especially to slow
down or stop its normal development or growth. "Word is to ease up on the Justice Dept./DOJ, they've

been a bit intense about arresting government officials who might have tried to impede the investigation
into Russian meddling in the election," Trump told his followers on Twitter. "This was all a distraction, just

like the Dems said. A total distraction. They won't be able to 'find' anything about Russia after the
election is held (I mean other than will Democrats be able to look any hotter than they are now if they

lose). Problem is, if I didn't run & become President, they would have found nothing upon which to base
charges. So, good job, Obama!” "I am not pleased to have obviously criminal barristers offer me such

terrible advice, just shows how biased they are. Should I take it up with the UN?" retardation is defined as
the impairment of a function or set of functions, especially to slow down or stop its normal development

or growth. "Word is to ease up on the Justice Dept./DOJ, they've been a bit intense about arresting
government c6a93da74d
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